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AGN International – one of the world’s leading associations of independent certified public
accounting and consulting firms, announces that Galecio Sosa Auditores Consultores Soc. Civ.,
located in Piura, in the northern region of Peru, has been admitted into membership.
AGN International – Central and South America is part of AGN International Ltd, which has 196
accounting firm members in 84 countries throughout the world. AGN sets rigorous criteria for
admission to the association and provides outstanding continuing professional education and intramember collaboration to help all member firms serve clients with excellence and maintain
adherence to the highest professional standards.
Galecio Sosa Auditores Consultores Soc. Civ. founded in 2012, specializes in external audit mainly
for public projects in the area. The firm is also specialized on advisory and consulting services,
corporate finance, tax and IT. A team strength of 40+ people bring experience across diverse
industries.
Dr. Nicolay Galecio Sosa is a young and entrepreneurial founding partner, doctor in Accounting and
Business Management, and has experience in audit, accounting, risk management, information
technology and security and industrial security.
The firm joins AGN looking for business development and growth, and an international approach to
standards, while having the opportunity to exchange knowledge and experience with other leaders
and experts worldwide.
Nicolay Galecio, founding partner states, “We were looking for a reliable partner with a high level of

experience in the field of auditing, accounting and independent consulting with the support of many
years of experience. Joining AGN provides us the opportunity to expand our company globally,
offering to our clients high standards, advice, knowledge and continuous improvement where
necessary.”
Alberto Adaminas, chair of AGN Central and South America said, “Peru is a country with strong

international commerce and we are proud to increase our representation in such an active country.
I am particularly excited with the addition of this firm, strongly oriented to standards and business
growth, strategically located in the border with Ecuador.”
For further information, please contact:
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